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Karim Rashid project Hill8 in Alexeyevsky, in Moscow, Russia accentuates

natural light with the originality of every detail of the interior and contributes to

well‐being. HILL8 comprises 295 units within a 408,888 sq. ft. total building

area. The interior of the lobby and spaces on the floors is designed by architect

Karim Rashid. You will be stunned by the impressive lobby, which itself is a

work of art. Elegant curves sharpen your senses, make understatements and let

your imagination run riot. 
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America’s famous architect and industrial designer Karim Rashid's HILL8

project in Moscow, Russia is a true work of art with elegant curves which

sharpen your senses.
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Spanish architect and founder of Taller de Arquitectura, Ricardo Bofill died on

14, January, 2022 at the age of 82. Ricardo Bofill was born on December 5th,

1939 in Barcelona into a prominent Catalan family. His father, Emilio Bofill, was

an architect and developer. His mother, Maria Levi, was a Venetian who

became an arts patron in Barcelona. He had gathered a multidisciplinary,

multitalented group in order to confront the complexity of architectural

practice, architects, engineers, planners, sociologists, writers, movie makers and

philosophers. He studied architecture at the Barcelona School of Architecture,

a center from which he was expelled in 1957 for his political activism. He

subsequently graduated in Urbanism and Architecture at the Haute Ecole du

Paysage, d ’Ingenierieet d’ Architecture in Geneva, Switzerland. In 1960, he

designed a summer house for a relative on the island of Ibiza, a modest stucco

building that did seem close to nature.
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Remembering Spanish architect Ricardo Bofill, whose buildings became pop

icons with their unsettling and otherworldly combinations.
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The Living room is the center of attraction of any house and often requires a

large space. But what if you don’t have much space in your living room, how

do you then style it? We are here to help, there are many clever ideas for

interior design which you can incorporate in your small living room space to

make it feel less crammed and cluttered and more cosy and calming. Go for

clever tricks in furniture and color choices. From smart storage solutions and

savvy design buys, these interior design ideas will make a big move into your

small living room space, giving a full make over without wastage of any corner

and flooring.

 

Living rooms are the focal point of our homes, we share 8 ideas to design the

interiors of a small living room.
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